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Peace
Media House
Corps
plans to relocate to
name Puget
renovated Wheelock basement Sound a
2014 top
volunteer
college
T
By pAUL GOUDARZi-fRY

he Media House is preparing to move its main location to the
basement of the Wheelock Student Center once renovations are
completed.
The current Media House is located on the corner of 13th Street and
Alder, and provides computers and conference spaces for several student media organizations, including The Trail, Crosscurrents and Elements magazines, and Photography Services.
“Because Dining & Conference Services are moving into the new expanded offices as part of the S.U.B. remodel, the space in the basement
is open for the Medias to move in,” Kathryn Papoulias, editor-in-chief
of Elements magazine, said. “It’s a really nice location for several reasons, including the fact that it’s more secure and it’ll be easier for students to find than the Media House.”
One of the challenges of having a house like the medias currently do
is the difficulty of organizing addresses and having students able to
find the location. Gravitating more student resources to Wheelock and
other places provides campus with ease of access to those resources.
The basement of Wheelock is home to several points of interest for
Puget Sound students, including the Cellar, the bookstore and the
KUPS radio station. Soon, the projects of the Media House will be
sharing that space.
Inside the current Media House are multitudes of newspapers, books
and computers that will be moved this summer into Wheelock. One
of the challenges of this move will be to simply get all the equipment
from one location to the next without damaging it. Student media relies on their technology to assist them in their efforts to provide Puget
Sound with information and art.
“The move will be a big process and I don’t want to interrupt the
work that the groups are currently doing. That being said, the challenges will hopefully be minimal,” Sarah Comstock, Assistant Director
of Student Activities, said.
Despite any challenges which may arise, bringing the Media House
closer to the center of student activities is expected to benefit all members of the House.
“Moving the Media House into that space…provides a better infrastructure for some of the tech needs that the Media house has,” Comstock said.
“It’ll probably be hardest on next year’s Media Heads as they’ll be doing most of the unpacking,” Papoulias said. “We’re still planning how
we’ll use the space.”
SEE MEDIA PAGE 2
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LDEI seeks to better the campus community
By AsHLEY MALin
The Leadership Development
Engagement Initiative (LDEI) is a
group that creates a foundation for
student involvement and commitment toward the Puget Sound community.
There are currently two student
leadership groups for sophomores
and juniors. These students were
nominated by faculty because of
either their previous leadership
engagement or for their potential

involvement on campus. LDEI selected these students during their
sophomore year and gave them an
opportunity to explore their passions and better the campus community.
“This is a chance to identify people who we know on campus who
have high potential to develop their
leadership,” Krystle Cobian, Puget
Sound conduct coordinator, said.
Cobian currently co-directs the
sophomore group with Dean of Students, Mike Segawa.

“We wanted a leadership program
that would be in small groups and
would be class specific,” Segawa said.
“We didn’t want this to be the juniors
and seniors who had already figured
out a lot of things through.”
LDEI started out with a sophomore group to track the students’
leadership engagement over their
next three years at Puget Sound. It
helps students hone in on their passions and contribute to the Puget
Sound campus community. The junior group acts as mentors toward

the sophomore cohort, helping the
students focus on their interests.
While the junior group is taking
a class for LDEI this semester, the
sophomore group meets every other
week.
Over the summer the students
read Bill Grace’s book Sharing the
Rock, which outlines the mission of
LDEI: engaging in leadership as a
global citizen. During this past fall
semester, the sophomore group had
SEE LDEI PAGE 2

By JAKE KRitZER

Puget Sound has been ranked No.
14 on the Peace Corps’ list of most
volunteers produced by a small college or university in the last fiscal
year.
With 12 alumni volunteers, Puget
Sound tied with six other campuses
including Rice University, Reed
College and Brandeis University.
The University of Washington produced 85 volunteers for the large
university category, second only to
the 90 volunteers from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
“Puget Sound has always had a really strong history of being in Peace
Corps’ top colleges,” Peace Corps regional recruitment supervisor Erin
Carlson ‘04 said. “I think it’s definitely something to celebrate [and]
be excited about.”
Peace Corps veteran Jessica Bruce
’08 was equally excited to hear about
the recent honor.
“I think it’s fantastic that there is
still such a strong tradition of international understanding, internationally-oriented [service] among
UPS grads, and I am proud to have
gone to a college with that culture,”
Bruce said.
In 2007 the University was No. 1
in the small colleges and universities category. Carlson acknowledges
that the school as a whole still has
room for improvement.
“I would love to see Puget Sound’s
ranking even higher,” Carlson said.
The Peace Corps has hosted 284
Puget Sound alumni since its inception in 1961. In addition to covering all expenses, the Corps also
provides student loan benefits and a
living allowance.
Nine months after submitting an
application, volunteers train for
three months in their respective
country before starting their two
years of service. Carlson, who volunteered in Guinea on the west coast
of Africa, encourages more students
to consider the Peace Corps as a
post-graduation possibility.
“I had a great experience myself
and I’ve worked with a lot of other
people who have had amazing experiences in the Peace Corps,” Carlson said. “I think for someone finishing at UPS and looking at what
they might do next, Peace Corps is
a great way to kind of launch your
career, as far as getting some experience.”
Many graduate schools have partSEE PEACE PAGE 2
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Southwest Semester: new study abroad program launches
By nAKisHA REnEE JOnEs
The Southwest Semester is a new interdisciplinary program incorporating environmental issues and geology
into a semester long field trip across
several states in the western U.S. The
Southwest Semester will be taught for
the first time during Fall 2015.
This integrated four-unit program
will satisfy some of the university core
requirements, as well as meet a variety
of requirements in both geology and
environmental policy and decision
making.
The class limit is 14 students, and 10
have expressed interest in applying for
the first program.
Although the course offerings are
drawn from the Geology and EPDM
departments, having either a minor
or major from one of those programs
is not required; all of the courses will
work as upper division electives and
one class will also count for the Connections Core. The target audience is
juniors and seniors.

PEACE
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Crested Butte, Colo. and Ghost Ranch
in northern New Mexico. The final
site will possibly be in Santa Cruz, Calif. although there is still a great deal
of logistical planning that is required
before the final details are set.
The road tour and camping sections include stops at Yellowstone, the
Teton and the Wind River mountain
ranges before settling at Crested Butte.
After Colorado, participants will tour
the remarkable landscapes of southern Utah before heading east to New
Mexico.
From there, the trip will head west
to Arizona, with stops at the Grand
Canyon and Lake Mead, following the
Colorado River downstream towards
the Mexico border.
Lastly, going back north by the San
Andreas Fault to the final home base
will end the tour.
For much of the trip, participants
will be following the Colorado River
drainage basin downstream, using
it as the focus for looking at a wide

range of environmental issues, such
as water supply and energy resource
extraction and development.
The wide scope of Western history,
archaeology and a host of other topics
will also create a completely different
experience than if the courses were
taken on campus.
In addition to the tremendous value
of on-site learning, the four classes
will be taught in a completely integrated format, which provides for a
richer intellectual experience than if
they were taken as standard, standalone offerings.
The Southwest Semester is directly
related to all of the past living and
teaching experiences of Goldstein.
“For over 25 years, I have taught
field-based geology courses at Puget
Sound that were structured around
extended tours that covered various
portions of the western United States.
These experiences were intense, rich,
and…occasionally included faculty
guests,” Goldstein said.

“In contrast, I have also taught summer-long courses at an archaeological
excavation in Israel and at geology
field camps in Colorado. These longer
courses allowed us to dig deeper into
both the topics that we were studying
as well as develop a much richer appreciation for the places that we were
living in.”
The Southwest Semester Program
takes advantage of the many years of
experience teaching, travelling and
doing field work that Sherman and
Goldstein have accumulated.
It also capitalizes on the specific
courses that Sherman and Goldstein
have developed that are geared for
students with interests in both geology and environmental issues.
Students interested in learning more
about the program can find information on the university website under
the Geology Department, or contact
one of the professors involved in creating this extensive semester field trip.

LDEI

along with guest lectures. One of
these workshops was led by senior
Clara Sciortino addressing multicultural narratives.
The students were given the opportunity to share some of their own
personal experiences over dealing
with isolation, or tokenism.
A second lecture and workshop
was recently led by Dr. Erin ColbertWhite, assistant professor in psychology.
She addressed the topic of metacognition and its influence on
learning. White discussed with the
sophomore cohort the importance
of solid studying skills for students
to succeed. Students succeed when
they are aware of their study habits
and are able to personalize the information.
“Erin was amazing,” Vasatka said.
“It made me examine how I study
and what I can do differently.”
LDEI is now in the process of cre-

ating a third group.
“The challenge now is trying to
figure out how to sustain it,” Segawa
said. “We’re now figuring out who is
going to pick up the next cohort.”
The program is a huge time commitment for all involved, but a rewarding space to form connections.
“I think the cool thing about recruitment to LDEI is that you need
to have been recommended and
they look at people who are already
leaders and who have strong potential,” Jones said. “I think it’s really
enriching the amount of skills LDEI
gives us.”
“I love being with motivated students and other people who are
excited about being involved in the
campus community and who are
from such diverse backgrounds,” Vasatka said. “It’s made me think about
the kind of person I want to be and
how I want to impact, not only campus, but eventually the world.”

MEDIA
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the chance to meet Bill Grace in person during a two-day retreat.
The students were able to engage
in discussion with Grace over global
issues their generation is currently
facing. Grace stressed that leaders
are people who cultivate their core
values and are able to do the right
thing, even when it is unpopular.
His message toward the students
was centered on leadership values
that are deeply rooted in principle
and spirit.
“Getting to talk to Bill Grace and
really knowing more about what we
were doing was really significant,”
sophomore Nakisha Renée Jones
said.
Now the sophomore students have
been assigned a “visual campaign,”
Cobian said. The students will write
a vision statement for the campus
community.
Some of these vision statements
range from increasing sustainability options, a heart-healthy campus,
substance free recreation, to more
opportunity for language conversation hours.
“Mainly what I am looking for on
campus is to have a community that
allows people to express themselves,
however they feel they are best able
to achieve that,” sophomore Calli
Vasatka said.
In the past, LDEI meetings have
addressed campus community
needs like the Student Climate Survey. Now they are workshop based,

The Weekly Log
“I don’t like them. I think it’s
important that students know
how to write an essay with correct essay structure, because
I didn’t going into college.”
-Sophie Schwartz

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Part of having a new space means
finding if the space fits all the requirements that these services need
in order to function.
Many of the student media
groups on campus use the current
house for weekly meetings, and
editors spend much of their time in
the house, organizing and designing for their section.
So far, all the needs of the Media
House have been met by this new
move, and the heads of the various
departments are eagerly anticipating the transition from the House
to the basement of the Student
Center, right next to the other major student activities.
“The best part of this move is that
it gives the Medias more physical
visibility than they have in the current house,” Comstock said.

“What’s your opinion on the recent changes to the SAT?”

PHOTOS COURTESY / MAKAYLAA CLANCY

nerships with the Peace Corps for
those interested in graduate work.
Programs such as Master’s International and Fellows allow students
to do overseas service either before
or during graduate school. Student
alumni report the Peace Corps having positive effects on their postservice careers.
“Peace Corps gave me a strong
sense of direction for what I wanted
to do after [college],” Bruce said. “I
really believe that Peace Corps offers an unrivalled experience for
those who want to immerse in another culture, understand and contribute to development, or simply
want a huge personal challenge.”
Bruce now works as an economic
consultant at Deloitte in London,
following her service in Benin. She
urges students who are up for a rigorous challenge to consider submitting an application.
“On a personal level, it has also
indelibly shaped who I am,” Bruce
said. “The Peace Corps will challenge every fiber of your being…
but it is an incredible opportunity…
to consider.”

Dan Sherman and Barry Goldstein
are the main faculty involved for now,
although they hope to gradually add
other professors over the next few semesters. Sherman and Goldstein plan
to teach the program every two years,
starting fall of 2015 and continuing
2017 and 2019.
“There have already been several
faculty members from a wide range of
disciplines across campus who have
expressed an interest in contributing
to the curriculum in some way, or
even joining us for a short time during the first tour,” Goldstein said.
The first three weeks of the program
will take place on campus beginning
in early August. Participants will leave
for an environmental and geologic
tour of the American west, finishing
the week before the Thanksgiving
break in late November.
During the tour, participants will
divide their time between camping and lodging at a home base. The
home base locations picked so far are

“The essay is not the be-all-end-all
test of your skills, but I’m not sure
the multiple choice section is either.
There are still flaws in the SAT, though
it’s good they’re trying to improve it.”
-Max Warner

“I think the changes are for the
better because the essay portion
is really subjective. Gearing the
vocabulary toward words that are
used in college will be more useful.”
-Connie Trettin

Crime

·
Always secure your room
or office area when unattended.
Take valuables (laptop
computers, expensive items)
home with you for the break.

SeCUritY rePort
The following is a summary of incidents occurring on campus - or
the campus border - and reported to Security Services between
March 4, 2014 and March 10, 2014:
·
A student reported he purse
stolen from her vehicle while it
parked on campus. She believes
she neglected to lock her vehicle.
There were no signs of forced entry.

·
Tacoma Police arrested a
male suspect for trespassing on
university property. It is the second time the suspect has been
arrested in the last month for
committing the same offense.
·
Security staff and Tacoma Fire responded to report
of a under aged student in a
residence hall who had apparently over-consumed alcohol.

the PUGet SoUNd trAiL

Prevention

Tips:

·
The use of “U-Bolt” style
locks to security bicycles is highly
recommended. Remember to secure bicycles through the frame.
Secure your bike in your room if
you will be aware for Spring Break.
·
Do not leave valuables in your
vehicle – especially in plain view.

·
Take advantage of the
Security Safety Escort Services by calling 253.879.3311.
This service is available 24/7.
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Green Dot campaign is promising, yet flawed
By EMMA POWERS

First-year orientations and mandatory Greek life seminars for the
past few years have featured a new
addition: education on a program
called “Green Dot,” which emphasizes bystander prevention of power-based personal violence.
Green Dot organizes situations
into a system of both “red dots”
(which represent threats and inaction in high-risk situations) and
“green dots” (which represent behaviors and attitudes that promote
safety for all).
“A green dot is simply your individual choice at any given moment
to make our campus safer,” the University website’s Green Dot page
said.
“No one has to do everything…
Everyone has to do something.”
The program, which offers “bystander training” for interested
participants twice per semester, is
aimed at lessening the amount of
violence—especially sexual violence—seen on campus.
That exact “bystander training,”
however, is only one of the problems
with Green Dot.
For one, according to the Green

Dot website, “the Green Dot etc.
strategy is predicated on the belief
that individual safety is a community responsibility and shifts the lens
away from victims/perpetrators and
onto bystanders.”
That sounds nice in theory, but in
practice, focusing on the responsibility of bystanders to prevent violent situations removes the power of
the victims to protect themselves.
“Putting all of the responsibility on the bystander basically eliminates the possibilities of things a
potential victim can do to reduce
their chances of becoming a victim,”
freshman Eileen Sheats said.
While it is true that bystanders
can play a role or offer a helping
hand, placing all of the concern—
and thus liability—on bystanders
leads to the belief that victims are
powerless in preventing violence.
The task of preventing violence
should fall equally on bystanders,
who may notice something a victim does not, and on the target, who
should be on the lookout for their
own safety at all times.
That is not to say, of course, that
violence is ever the fault of victims;
rather, that victims should be em-

powered to protect themselves, and
take control of their own safety, instead of leaving themselves passively
at the mercy of others.
“I think [Green Dot] degrades the
power women have to control what
happens to them over the course of
the evening or of the night. By making this whole argument about what
third parties need to do with regards
to intervening, you undermine
women’s capacity to do something
for themselves and you victimize
them,” freshman Ethan Laser said.
“While it is of paramount importance that third parties stay vigilant
and intervene when necessary, by
saying it’s someone else’s responsibility you’re implying that women
don’t have the power to do it themselves.”
“Giving the victims more autonomy is incredibly important—they
shouldn’t have to rely on a bystander,” freshman Kyle Chong said.
“[Green Dot] should be a lot
more about education for everyone
involved; it shouldn’t just be stopping the problem, it should be preventing the problem.”
Secondly, trivializing the complex and multi-faceted issue of per-

sonal violence into two categories of
“green” and “red” dots is almost demeaning to the victims of such violence. What counts and does not
count as a green or red dot?
The fact is that this issue does not
lend itself well to oversimplification;
human interactions are far more
complicated than a simple greenand-red chart of what is and what is
not okay.
In addition, such categorizing
and classifying makes it much easier to ignore the real nature of the
problem at hand; referring to plain
violence by another name is tantamount to masking it completely.
You may have heard someone
joking to their friends, “Red dot!”
when someone accidentally leans
in too close. This is the equivalent
of saying to someone, “Sexual violence, ha ha!”—but who would ever
say that, when the words themselves
are so blunt?
The fact that the program disguises the horrible reality of violence
under two neat pseudonyms is completely counterproductive to its aim
of bringing that violence out in the
open.
Despite its issues, there is noth-

ing wrong with the objective of the
Green Dot program.
“I don’t disagree with the goals
of the program,” Chong said. “I disagree with its methodology.”
The University certainly needs a
program in place that openly and
honestly discusses the huge issue of
power-based personal violence, especially given that this is a college
campus and such issues need to be
addressed.
“The message [of Green Dot]
needs to be one of empowerment,
where women absolutely have the
authority to control the course of
the night,” Laser said.
“They can tell someone, ‘I’m uncomfortable’, or just leave, you don’t
need anyone else’s permission to
leave the situation.”
The University needs to instate
a program with the goals of Green
Dot, but one that addresses the issue
in a much more proactive manner—
one that asks everyone, not just bystanders, to take control of ending
violence in the community.
Only through everyone’s effort
can we hope to make a positive
change in a culture of violence.

Sugary beverage taxes: are they really all that sweet?
By ZACH OKAMURA
In February, members of the City
and County of San Francisco Board
of Supervisors proposed a 2-centper-ounce tax on sugary beverages
including soda and energy drinks
which would generate revenue for
recreation and nutrition programs.
City governments across America are proposing taxes on sugary
beverages in the fight against obesity, but will this tax really trim the
waistlines of consumers in the way
that lawmakers imagine?
These proposed taxes seek to reduce the consumption of “free sugars,” sugars processed or refined by
manufacturers and animals.
It is true, the World Health Organization (WHO) documented
that free sugars are correlated with
weight gain and tooth decay, in addition to increasing the incidence
of heart disease, cancer and diabetes among consumers. Last week
the WHO advised people to halve
their free sugar consumption from
the originally recommended 10
percent of total calorie intake to 5
percent.
Because of the risks associated
with free sugars, adding the sugary beverage taxes will increase the
price of sugary beverages, causing a
decrease in the quantity demanded
of these drinks.
As people become less inclined to
purchase soda and other beverages, they are also saving themselves
from potential health costs and
more practically, expensive drinks.
This author, however, is not convinced that taxes like these are the
best way to discourage consumers
from drinking favorites like CocaCola or Red Bull.
Sin taxes, or taxes that are created to discourage certain activities
within a market, are used to discourage the purchase of goods such
as alcohol and cigarettes. The sugary beverage tax functions in the
same way.
According to a Gallup poll, the
number of smokers in United States
is down to one in five Americans.
The data collected by Gallup reveals
that among young Americans, college non-graduates and people living on the East coast, the number
of smokers in those demographics
are going down.
People are acknowledging the
health risks of smoking and the
number of smokers is decreasing,

but there are still consumers willing to pay the price of cigarettes.
But even though the numbers indicate a decrease in smokers, how
is it that there are still smokers despite the taxes imposed on them?
Perhaps even more relevant to our

“ lawmakers are singling
out soft drink producers as
the biggest perpetuators of
obesity in America ”
campus community, why do Puget
Sound students still pay so much
for hard alcohol when they go to
school in a state with one of the
highest tax rates on spirits?
The answer is simply that if a
consumer wants something bad
enough, they remain likely to pay a
higher price to get it.
If a change in price is not effective in reducing obesity among the
general population, then the tax is
ineffective.
It would be unfair to producers
of soft drinks and the population
meant to benefit from these tax revenues in the future.
If people stop purchasing soft
drinks as the tax intends, the revenues meant to fund recreation and
nutrition programs will eventually
reach a point where there will not
be enough money to sustain the
programs.
By closing down many of these
programs, there will not be any follow-through in ensuring that participants are remaining fit and leading healthy lifestyles.
In the tax proposal produced by
the Board of Supervisors, this tax
would generate 31 million dollars
annually to fund these recreation
and nutrition programs. This is
problematic because the city of San
Francisco is budgeting for these
programs from revenues that are
likely to decline if the tax works the
way lawmakers expect.
Junior Tessa Brott sees merit in
educating people about nutrition,
but is not as confident in the effectiveness of a sugary beverage tax in
achieving reductions in obesity.
“I don’t think a tax will stop people from buying sugary beverages,
but people might get the idea that
sugary stuff is bad and will be conscious of that when making those

purchases. I guess I’m not sure how
effective it would be in reducing
obesity as a policy,” Brott said.
A program geared towards
changing lifestyles is definitely
more relevant and would be more
successful in achieving the goal of
preventing weight gain.
“I think exercise and nutrition
could play an equal part in obesity reduction. But when I imagine a
kid finishing up a soccer game and
being given a Capri-Sun and rice
krispie treats as a snack, I think that
that’s problematic,” Brott said.
The largest problem with free
sugars is that they are in most processed foods.
Despite the presence of these
free sugars, lawmakers do not seek
to end the consumption of these

goods.
If the effort to reduce obesity among Americans was genuine
and well-developed, then programs
would be more geared towards
helping individuals lead active lifestyles free from processed foods.
By excluding processed food producers from this tax, lawmakers are
singling out soft drink producers as
the biggest perpetuators of obesity
in America.
This puts soft drink producers in
an unfair position as the scapegoats
for America’s struggle with obesity as consumers continue to freely
purchase processed foods in grocery stores across the country.
If lawmakers wanted to see real
change, they would create a tax that
would comprehensively affect all

food producers that incorporated
free sugars into their foods.
They would also fund programs
independent of tax revenue that
would educate people about nutrition and motivate them to exercise.
By singling out soft drink producers with a tax on sugary beverages, lawmakers are lazily punishing these companies for the goods
they produce when the real blame
should really be placed on the consumption habits of consumers.
If lawmakers want to see a trimmer, healthier America, then taxes
like these are ineffective in combating obesity. Instead, they are a
perceived short term solution to a
much larger and embedded problem.

CARTOON COURTESY/BRIT SANDUSKY

Want your opinion to be heard?

If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit
our website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
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L e t t e r to
T h e E di tor
A Public Letter to the faculty
and administration of the University of Puget Sound,
I am writing this letter out of
concern. Lately, there has been a
lot of talk about increasing the diversity on this campus, but to be
honest, I hope that the University of Puget Sound does not see an
increase in its enrollment of students of color anywhere in the
near future. This is due to the fact
that I don’t believe that this campus is fully prepared to support a
truly diversified student body.
Before I expand on my concern,
it is important to situate myself.
I am undocumented. My parents
brought me to this country when
I was three years old, a decision
they made out of pure necessity.
They left behind their friends and
family, a majority of whom they
haven’t seen since. It wasn’t until I was 13 that I started to realize what it meant to be undocumented in this country; how my
“illegal” status would affect me,
my opportunities and my future.
I learned that I wouldn’t be able to
get a license; board a plane, travel outside of the U.S. or hold the
kind of job I wanted to. I couldn’t
do many of the things that my
friends did. I was always having
to lie when my friends asked why
I wasn’t having the same experiences they were. Rather than explaining to them that I couldn’t,
I would pretend that I didn’t
want those experiences- pretending made things easier for them.
I couldn’t explain to people that I
was undocumented due to fear of
my own deportation or the deportation of my parents.

“ What they fail to
understand – beside the fact
that the use of these terms
are OUR problem and not
just my own – is that on this
campus, I’ve never felt safe
speaking up. ”
When the executive order of
Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals was signed, some of the
realities changed. I can drive and
travel within the country. I have
a social security number, but I
still can’t leave the country unless I want to exile myself for the
next 10 years. When I got my letter granting me this new status
two years ago, my housemates,
rather than celebrating with me,
became annoyed at all the noise I
was making.
Thus, alienation is not a new
sentiment in my life, but I have
managed. I’ve learned to create a
sense of community for myself.
Never, however, have I felt as isolated as I have during my time at
Puget Sound. This alienation arises from the following:
The university lacks a support
system for students of color. This
is lacking both within the student body, but most importantly
it is lacking within the faculty. It
is hard to develop the same kinds
of relationships that my classmates have with their professors
when they don’t understand my
experience or worse when I don’t
feel like I can share my experience with them and/or when I do
share with faculty and I am misunderstood altogether by those I

hope will be supportive. It is exhausting to have to explain why I
didn’t go on study abroad or why
I am not applying to international
programs. Our professors can be
excellent mentors and resources,
but how can they mentor students
whose experiences they don’t understand and don’t show interest
in understanding? We need to acknowledge the fact that if we want
a diverse student body then we
need to be willing to provide students with an understanding faculty that can truly support and
guide them.
When the subject of privilege and race are brought up in
the classroom, it is obvious that
people become uncomfortable.
Rather than unpacking this discomfort, the discussion will end.
When something that I find offensive is said in class, I find myself keeping silent. This silence is
not due to my lack of outrage or
wanting to speak up. Rather, my
silence is a product of my exhaustion and fear. After attempts to
talk about whiteness, race, racism as imbricated power structures, there comes the inevitable
comment of “not all white people are like that” or worse yet, the
eye-rolling. Rather than taking
a moment and being introspective about how our privileges may
benefit us, we jump on the defensive and no intervention occurs.
I’ve spoken to some professors about how a term like “illegal alien” is dehumanizing. They
have implied that I should be the
one to speak out in class when the
term is used. Furthermore, they
have implied that it is my responsibility to call out any other microaggression. Why? To “not silence me or take away my agency.”
What they fail to understand – beside the fact that the use of these
terms are OUR problem and not
just my own – is that on this campus, I’ve never felt safe speaking
up. Speaking up results in feeling
alienated. As a product of faculty
not being willing to advocate on
behalf of students during these
moments, the burden then falls
onto the student. And let me tell
you, the burden is enormous.
There is resistance to conversations of race/ethnicity, privilege
and power. Often times, we do
not engage on these topics due to
the discomfort of the majority. In
doing so, we are silencing the already isolated and alienated voices on campus. Yes, there are members of our campus community
who are willing to engage, but it’s
not enough. The proposed diversity curriculum is a small step in
the right direction, but if we want
to create an environment in which
students of color feel supported,
we need to bring diversity to the
faculty.
I am leaving UPS angry and disappointed. As things stand now, I
will not recommend this university to other undocumented students or students of color. What I
have written here is only my own
experience but certain aspects of
my letter have resonated and continue to resonate with other students. Beyond that, I write this
letter in an attempt to bring about
change. UPS has enormous potential and I would love to see us all
live up to it.
Thank you for your time,
Mariana Molina

The Puget Sound Trail
trailops@pugetsound.edu

US sanctions not adequate
By ANGELICA SPEARWOMAN
Following Russia’s invasion of
Crimea, Ukraine has been receiving
worldwide attention.
Currently, the U.S. is trying to
impose sanctions on Russia and is
also trying to get the EU on board.
Europe in reluctant to join with
the West because so much of Europe, especially England, relies on
Russian exports of natural gas. Europe imports 30 percent of Russian
natural gas.
In the short term, the U.S. imposing sanctions on things such as visa
bans will not stop Russia from trying to claim Crimea.
Kelly Erickson, a professor in the
Politics and Government department, is not optimistic about the
effectiveness of sanctions against
Russia.
“The academic literature on sanctions shows it to be not all that effective. Depending upon how you
code success it ranges between 5-30
percent, and the high end is usually against democracies. In general
success rates against authoritarian
regimes are on the low end,” Erickson said.
“The political will to enact the
harshest of sanctions is unlikely to
exist. Europe freezing the financial assets would have bad effects
on their own economies. So unless
the Europeans are willing to suffer
a fair amount themselves, they are
unlikely to enact the sanctions that
would really hit Russia the hardest.
So bottom line, Russia is vulnerable to sanctions, but the political

will to impose them is problematic
because of the potential economic
blowback effects on Europe.”
Without the EU, the U.S. can not
cause enough damage to make Russia even consider stopping the invasion.
Although the right thing to do
may seem to be to interfere and stop
Russia, since the international system is so interconnected, it would
not be in Europe’s interest to intervene.
“Washington is preparing potential sanctions that could freeze the
overseas assets of Russian individuals and companies and impose travel bans on some Russian officials.
But for many of the measures to really bite, Obama needs to get key
European allies on board, some of
whom appear reluctant to take too
hard a line on Russia,” CNN reported.
Not allowing Russian citizens
into the country does not seem like
a harsh punishment at all.
Despite this, the United States is
still very adamant on getting Russia
out of the Ukraine.
“The United States is demanding
that Moscow scale back its deployment of troops in Ukraine’s southern region of Crimea. But Russian
President Vladimir Putin so far appears unfazed by the pressure. By
Russia’s account, its soldiers are
protecting the human rights of worried, vulnerable Russian speakers.
But in the U.S. view, Russia is violating international law,” CNN reported.
Despite the belief that sanctions
will not work in the short term to

get Putin out of Russia, in the long
term the U.S. is currently working
on making the oil and natural gas
produced in the U.S. more available
to international markets.
A lot of Russian GDP is based on
their exports of oil.
If the U.S. became a leading supplier of oil and natural gas, countries, such as England, could be less
reliant on Russia and more in favor
of the U.S.
Also, the U.S. could have Russia
removed from the G-8, if the other
countries agreed, which could have
a negative effect on Russia.
“Russia could be vulnerable to
sanctions. Its oligarchs send their
money and their children abroad
and are heavily invested in real estate, especially in the UK. So targeted freezing of accounts, revocation of visas, etc. can hurt Russian
elites. Russia also depends upon exports of energy for the large part of
its revenue,” Erickson said.
Therefore, there are long term
sanctions that could potentially
harm Russia but none of this can be
achieved in a quick fashion.
“The U.S. possesses a wealth of
natural gas, and with building up
ports in Europe we could supply Europe with what they need, but that
infrastructure would take probably
five years to build out assuming regulatory approval in all the countries
involved,” Erickson said.
While the future is unknown, one
thing that most social scientists are
sure of is Russia has no real reason
to stop the invasion and as of now,
the future looks frustrating for the
U.S. and victorious for Russia.

Drunk consent isn’t consent at all
By IDA DUNN-MOORE
A packed Schneebeck hall listened eagerly to the two presenters from the Babeland sex shop last
Monday.
The topic—consent.
The message—any sexual act requires volitional consent from all
parties involved.
The event’s main photo on Facebook read: “Only an informed, sober, freely-given, ongoing, enthusiastic ‘Yes!’ is consent.
That in mind, it was strange to
see the presenters struggle to give
a clear answer to a question about
consent while under the influence
of alcohol.
Most of the presentation focused
on consent from the standpoint of
sobriety, or on consent in an established relationship.
Washington state laws as well
as University policy declare that
one cannot consent to a sexual act
while under the influence of drugs
including alcohol.
This is a line that should not be
crossed.
Therein lays a major problem on
college campuses, where partying
and hooking up can be nearly synonymous.
However, the intersection between consumption of drugs and
alcohol and sexual activity leads to
a precarious spot—one with possible legal, physical and emotional
consequences, each at a potentially
drastic level.
If college students are so down
to hook up, but can’t consent while
intoxicated, why is there such an
aversion to a more sober hook-up
culture?
Alcohol is a social lubricant as
it is scientifically linked to loss of

impulse control, thus it can be the
impetus to make decisions that
wouldn’t necessarily be made while
sober.
A source told this author that he
“had to be drunk” for a party because it would be “easier to get laid.”
Without judgment, it’s a habit that is worth exploration, as he
consciously accepts both parties’
more limited inhibition-control.
The statement came from a good
looking guy is who confident in
conversation, yet he still reverts to
alcohol-inspired sex.
Without alcohol he can worry
less about rejection. He has an excuse the next day, either in justifying his act or explaining to his partner why it won’t happen again.
A female source postulated insecurity on the subject of sex with a
potential partner during sober conversation.
Alcohol is an easy way to get
around any anxiety or nervousness
about the subject.
Additionally, she noted that college is a transitional period, one
when people often explore their
sexuality. Without a doubt, this
venture into new territory is aided
by lower inhibitions.
She also noted that the link between alcohol and sex is situational.
Alcohol is usually consumed at
times when students are actively
not thinking about other classes or
other obligations, thus the topic has
more freedom to come up.
In sober conversations, the context is also different because they
more often take place in different
environments where sex is not likely to follow.
In the best case scenario following a drunk hook-up, both parties

were neither too impaired to have a
poor time or to regret what they did
the next morning, but that’s rare.
Alcohol affects performance, but
that’s nearly irrelevant next to the
possibility of one party waking up
the next morning knowing they did
not consent and pressing charges.
This could be compounded with
waking up pregnant or with an STI.
These consequences are negative,
can be life-changing and are not
worth the possible fun that could
have been had sober.
A senior finds America’s repressed views of sexuality to be a
major reason consent is devalued.
We are taught not to talk about
sex, and even if we see the benefits
behind having frank, honest conversations, we are socialized to be
uncomfortable and afraid of these
conversations.
A little fear and discomfort can
be good in keeping us in line, but
too much is debilitating. If we’re
taught to seek challenges, to embrace difficulty and work hard to
get what we want, the same should
be true with our sexual relationships.
Legally, we become adults when
we turn 18; however we accept this
independence and the responsibility that comes with it in college.
Acceptance of adulthood necessitates a change in our behavior. To
recognize what we want—be it casual sex, a serious relationship or
anything in between—and take the
steps to make it happen in a mature, responsible manner.
As the generation that lives like
we only live once, let’s look at it not
as an excuse to do stupid things,
but to ensure that when we really
want something, we do what’s necessary to make it happen.
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material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions or Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.

HEY YOU! Tall Diversions barista,
you should invade my Civilization,
like, now.
HEY YOU! FOB Cellar manager,
I want to Deux your Infinity on
High, Under the Cork Tree preferably.
HEY YOU! Society, let’s get working on that pick set.

HEY YOU! SAE President, your
smoooooth voice on KUPS makes
me want to go down South, if you
know what I mean.

HEY YOU! Congrats on getting in
to the Peace Corps! Mozambique
will never know what Mozamb-hit
them.

HEY YOU! Maintanence woman
who works after 10 p.m. in the
library, I never see you without
a smile and you always make my
nights a little more joyful.

HEY YOU! Minnesota Club is
back whattuppp!!! That fried fair
food was better than a cherry on a
spoon, you betcha.

HEY YOU! J Street ladiez. Way to
fight the good fight.

HEY YOU! Can a movement really have a President? Asking for a
friend.

HEY YOU! Jews, mask up: it’s
Purim. Ready to shout some hate
at H****n? We almost died, we
survived: let’s drink.

HEY YOU! Guys on bikes Saturday night, we were drunk and in
the wrong. Sorry.

HEY YOU! Welder freshman, I’d
let you torch me with your plasma
any day.
HEY YOU! Wintergrass was pretty
much the greatest thing on the
planet. Let’s Revive that Elephant
next year?

HEY YOU! Cute guy from the
Sigma Chi dance party, walked
behind you on your way back to
TP. Maybe next time we can walk
together? ;)
HEY YOU! Students, I suggest
you check out Without One on
Amazon. A great read!
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HEY YOU! Morning crew
partner-in-crime, you’re the best &
the nicest. Thanks!
HEY YOU! Free candy if you go
up to Adam in the S.U.B. and say
“Happy Birthday.”
HEY YOU! Guy with the hat, I
want to see where you keep your
kitchen sink.
HEY YOU! Girl at Space Jam with
neon paint in your hair, you stood
out in the crowd, you stood out
in my heart, but you also made
something else stand up... (the sign
that fell down, of course).
HEY YOU! Bricklyn boys, Yonder
loves you and your classy suits.
HEY YOU! Interested in deconstructing masculinity? De-Masc
meets Thursdays at 5 in the SDC!
HEY YOU! Grandma, love the wig.

Babeland hosts consent workshop for students
By BLAiR nEKKiD
On Tuesday, Feb. 24, hundreds of
students piled into Schneebeck Concert Hall for the consent workshop
put on by Babeland, a sex toy shop in
Seattle that focuses on personal empowerment and community education. Several campus groups hosted
the event, including WIXEN (a club
focusing on women’s intersectionality,
empowerment and narratives), Student Actitivities, SIRGE (a leadership
position that advances sexuality issues,
relationships, and gender education)
and Greek Life.
As part of an effort to introduce
more sex positive education into
Greek Life, all sorority and fraternity
members were required to attend
the workshop in place of their usual
Monday night chapter meetings. Two
Babeland employees, Megan and
Shannon, led the workshop, utilizing
a PowerPoint presentation and short
role-plays in order to convey their
points. Shannon is also a licensed
mental health therapist.
One main focus was illuminating
exactly what consent is. They stressed
that consent consists of a shared dialogue, an ongoing process that requires
the active input of all participants, and

that it can never EVER be assumed.
Silence does not mean consent. Consent must never involve coercion and
boundaries made can always be renegotiated or revoked. It is the responsibility of the community and of every
individual to make sure that consent
is practiced not only during sexual encounters, but also in everyday life.
Megan and Shannon also emphasized that it is also important to ask
what consent means to you personally,
just as it is important to understand
that every person’s definition of sex is
different. They stressed that sex is not
always about the end goal of orgasm.
In terms of understanding sex, “You
get to fill in that blank. Definitions are
fluid,” Shannon said. “It’s about the
journey, not the destination.”
Because definitions differ, communication is essential to any consensual
relationship, and in fact makes you a
better lover. The presenters suggested
that even though talking about sex is
stigmatized and can be somewhat uncomfortable, partners should discuss
their fears, desires and concerns and
ask for what they want.
It is key for anyone entering into an
interaction to be aware of what they
want and whether they trust the other
person(s) emotionally. Checking in

during as well as after sex by asking
questions can help clear up any miscommunication.
Part of good communication is
listening, which includes paying attention to explicit verbal cues as well
as body language. Participants in any
relationship of consent can agree on
pre-negotiated signals, such as tapping, grabbing, etc.; they can redirect
physicality based on needs; they can
use eye contact to check in on how the
other person/people are feeling.
Nonverbal communication can
be tricky, though, and you should be
careful about getting into murky waters. “Just because someone’s aroused,
it does not mean consent,” said Megan.
When it comes to consent, being
comfortable with saying no is key. It is
empowering to be able to tell someone
both what you want, as well as what
you don’t want. If you don’t have a
condom, dam or glove but don’t want
a sexually transmitted infection, you
can say no to sex. If you don’t want
to hurt someone’s feelings but you are
just not in the mood, you can still say
no to sex.
Conversely, if you really want to get
with someone and they say no to you,
you must respect their boundaries,
because you are responsible for con-

tinuing a relationship of consent. Saying no, in the context of consent and
empowerment, can be just as sexy as
sex itself.
One problem with the workshop
was the difficulty the presenters had
with addressing the issue of consent in
terms of substance use. Sex under the
influence is an issue that frequently
leads to miscommunication, non-consensual encounters and even sexual
violence. It is also something that for
many college students is a fact of life.
Rather than talking about specific
boundaries and tools to use in hashing
out these gray areas, though, Megan
and Shannon chose to stick with the
University’s policy that sex under the
influence of anything at all can never
be consensual.
When the floor was opened up for
questions they were pressed further
about their opinion on the matter.
“As a rule, it is black and white, but
it tends to be an ethical and moral gray
area,” Shannon said. They suggested
that while alcohol (and drugs) makes
it hard to give thoughtful consent, it is
all about respect.
You can pay attention to how much
everybody has consumed and establish boundaries beforehand, but in the
moment, it can be hard to tell what is

the right thing to do. This is a discussion that needs to be carried forward
by the University community rather
than glossed over as a matter of policy.
In discussions after the workshop,
this and several other problems were
brought up. Even though most people
agreed that Babeland’s version of consent education far exceeded that of the
Green Dot program held during orientation—in which consent is hardly
mentioned—there was still some lack
of engagement as evidenced by the
many Greek Life members who still
insisted on sending Snapchats during the presentation. There need to be
more regular and engaging programs
for a community of consent to flourish
at the University of Puget Sound.
Khalila Fordham, a doctoral psychology intern at Counseling Health
and Wellness Services, wants to work
with the community to promote a safe
and sex-positive culture.
She hopes to create a workshop series that expands on the topics brought
up in the consent workshop, and
wants ideas and feedback from students about what the campus needs in
terms of positive and enlightening sex
education. Email her your thoughts
and ideas directly at kfordham@
pugetsound.edu.

Hormonal birth control may affect attraction
By GinnY tEAsLEY

It’s quite well-known that female
hormonal birth control, particularly
oral contraceptives, can often have
some undesirable side effects. Mood
swings, weight gain, tacky discharge
and decreased (or more rarely, increased) libido are all commonly
cited concerns.
Fortunately, with so many brands
of birth control available, many
women are able to fine tune their
baby-blocking hormonal cocktail to
minimize these side effects. Others
are content to tolerate them in favor
of eliminating risk or simply enjoying more spontaneous, intimate sex
without need for a condom. For many
women, hormonal birth control can
significantly ease the pain and duration of periods; that is, if they choose
to continue having periods.
It seems promising that women
using oral contraceptives can simply nail down their preferences with
experimentation. But in one crucial
way, they may lose all sense of preference completely.

It turns out that the extent of birth
control side effects doesn’t necessaril
end with physiology.
According to some studies, romantic, platonic and sexual attraction may all be significantly affected
by the use of hormonal birth control—flipped, in fact—at the level of
DNA itself.
In studies where individuals rate
the dank, well-used t-shirts of members the opposite sex, both women
and men were significantly more attracted to the scents of individuals
who have complementary (dissimilar) genes to their own at the locus
coding for the major histocompability complex (MHC).
MHC is a regulator of immune
system functioning: its molecules
mediate interactions between white
blood cells, and determine both organ transplant compatibility and susceptibility to autoimmune disease.
Crucially, MHC also largely influences body odor.
But what’s crazier is that women
who were on hormonal birth control did not have this effect—there

was no significant difference in how
attractive they found similar versus
dissimilar eau d’MHC.
It makes sense when you think
about it: if you could smell out a mate
with a complementary immune system to yours, resulting in super-immune offspring, well, that would be
pretty damn adaptive. Evolutionary
theory checks out.
But when pregnant, and not
searching for a mate, what does it
matter? It may actually be more beneficial to surround yourself with similar-gened kin who are more likely to
care for you, rather than expend energy chasing flighty, fit studs.
Hormonal birth control prevents
ovulation by basically tricking the
body to think it’s pregnant. Studies
have found that women who were
on birth control when they met their
partner are significantly more likely
to leave them after going off birth
control to conceive. It doesn’t work
like that in reverse, however; women
are typically still attracted to partners
they met while off the pill even if they
start taking it or become pregnant.

Taking hormonal contraceptives
doesn’t change one’s genes, and it’s
likely that men still tend to find the
scents of women with complementary MHC genes highly attractive regardless (tragic, no?). However, studies have shown that men find women
more attractive when they’re ovulating, and ovulating women more attractive in general. Women, too, are
significantly hornier when they’re
ovulating (it’s kind of scary the tricks
your body has up its sleeve to make
y’all make that baby).
Because hormonal contraceptives
prevent ovulation, this facet of attraction is affected as well. It’s important
to have chemistry at all stages of the
monthly cycle, but hormonal birth
control grinds that wheel to a halt,
blurring the senses.
This all sounds pretty scary, but
it doesn’t have to be (not trying to
break anybody up!). While there’s no
perfect solution yet, there are nonhormonal alternatives, such as the
copper IUD, which is just as effective as the pill and lasts for 10 years!
Another strategy that I currently em-

ploy is to go off the pill when single,
then back on it when it’s convenient
for a relationship. You could also just
continue, y’know, not actually caring
about the immune system of your
potential young in your casual college relationships.
Regardless, MHC isn’t an absolute
indicator of compatibility; attraction and mate choice is incredibly
multifaceted, and human olfactory
senses may be too underprioritized
to be considered so crucial to sexual
attraction. Maybe if the women had
seen the men inside those t-shirts,
for example, they would have made
different calls on who they wanted to
take home.
But for some people, the decisions
made while under the influence of
pretend-pregnancy can have lifealtering consequences. It’s probably
healthy to at least take a break from
the stuff every now again to check
your head and to partake in experiencing the full scope of lust and sexuality, even if staying safe means you
can’t necessarily experience all of it at
once!
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PIE conference to provide a forum for the passionate
By ADA SMITH

J

uniors Catherine Durkee, Lisa Tucker and Lee Pennebaker are about to bring an exciting new opportunity to campus on March 29: the Perspective Inspired Experience (PIE).
This conference will bring a variety of speakers to campus to
talk about events or stories that have changed their perspective of the world or something that they are deeply passionate about.
“Our mission statement is: breaking boundaries of personal perspective by experiencing other’s passions
and unique frames of mind,” Durkee
said.
“The goal is to get people who are
really pumped about whatever it is
they do, or just stories they’ve had
that have very much changed the way
they view the world, and then give
them 5-12 minutes to talk about that,”
Pennebaker said.
To find speakers, the student trio
first sent out an e-mail to the staff
and faculty of Puget Sound, and then
expanded their search to the greater
Tacoma community, guided by references and suggestions. Thus, the
spectrum of speakers ranges from
professors to an Air Force Lieutenant
Colonel.
“We weren’t very selective in the
process of asking speakers, in the
sense that we opened the opportunity up to all the faculty and staff of

the University, and then we cherry
picked from outside that community,” Pennebaker said. As a result, there
is a wide range of topics and speakers and all students will be able to find
something that they are interested in.
The idea for PIE originally came
about because Durkee, Tucker and
Pennebaker shared a common interest: getting students to share and
engage in what they are passionate
about. “I don’t see a lot of passion
on campus and I think that’s a total
bummer, so I think it’s a cool way to
get students excited about passion,”
Tucker said.
The student trio behind PIE began with the idea to get a TED talk
license, but they ran into monetary
issues. Instead of seeing this as a hindrance, they saw it as an opportunity
to start something new. “We wanted
to do something similar [to a TED
talk] but more Puget Sound oriented,” Durkee said.

PIE: The conference, organized by three students, will take
place on March 29.
The students targeted faculty in
particular not only because they have
experience talking in front of large
crowds, but also because they wanted to give the faculty a chance to talk
about the things that they were truly passionate about and not what they
have to teach in a syllabus. “I’d like to
think that in some ways this is giving back to [the faculty] by providing an open forum on this campus,
the place that they work, to talk about
something they usually don’t get the

chance to talk about and are very passionate about,” Pennebaker said.
While the speakers will not include
students, the founders of PIE hope
that the conference will spark discussion among students about their passions and integrate such discussions
into the common conversations that
students have every day. “It gives a forum for people who don’t normally
have a voice to talk about what they
are passionate about,” Tucker said.
Another, more subtle goal of the

conference is to show students what
they could be able to do in the future
with whatever passion they have. The
project itself is a good example of just
such a feat.
“The conference is nothing more
than an idea that the three of us decided to run with, and we have gotten an incredible amount of support
from the Puget Sound community.
Most importantly, no one’s done anything for us yet; we’ve had to drudge
through,” Pennebaker said. “This is
what college is all about. It’s about
pushing yourself harder than you
have ever pushed yourself in ways
that you may not even imagine you
would, and the beauty of where we
are at is that it is a safe place to fall
back to.”
PIE will take place March 29 and
span the majority of the day, beginning at 10 a.m. The conference is broken up into three ‘blocks’ of time during the day in which speakers will
present their passions in 5-12 minutes. There will be a long block in
the morning and two shorter ones
in the afternoon, followed by a reception. There is no formal question
and answer session, but students will
have opportunities to mingle with the
speakers in between the blocks and
during the reception.
And yes, there will be pie at the
reception.

Engaging the trans experience: students gather to discuss
making campus a more supportive and inclusive space
By AUDREY KAUFMAN

W

hat does the word “transgender” mean? A lot of people cannot answer that question. That
is why, on Thursday, March 6, Puget
Sound students gathered in the Rotunda to find out.
Students sat at the round tables
pushed into the middle of the room,
with a pile of papers on each one.
There was a vocabulary guide for the
discussion, defining words like “cisgender,” “oppression” and “gender
identity.” Next to it were posters that
read, “Puget Sound is an inclusive
space.” Below it were stock images of
a rainbow flag, religious symbols surrounding the Earth, a text bubble that
said “I stand for disability rights” and
images of people’s arms locked together, all of different sizes and colors. As
students poured in they helped themselves to pizza, reaching into boxes
brought up from the Cellar.
Resident Director Ayanna Bledsoe
addressed the room. She explained
that the event was a response to instances of hatred against the LGBTQ
community on campus last semester.
“We’d like you to open your minds up

to new ideas,” Bledsoe said.
With that, she introduced Dr. Amy
Ryken, a professor in Puget Sound’s
School of Education. Ryken quickly clarified that she liked to be called
“Amy.”
She held up a map of the United
States, areas without laws protecting the LGBTQ community shown
in a stark white. Ryken discussed the
struggles of the LGBTQ community,
particularly those of transgendered
individuals, saying, “I see women on
TV. I see what women are supposed
to look like, and that tells me: Amy,
you’re a freak.”
A video played on the projector
screen, short clips of a documentary
called Trans: The Movie.
It featured a young trans girl of
about 7 or 8 years old who was in agony when her parents would not let
her wear dresses, a young man who
told his partner, on camera, that he
was transgendered and a middle aged
trans woman with her partner. The
little girl, when asked what the difference was between boys and girls, replied, “A boy wears lame clothes and
a girl wears good clothes.” The audience was mostly somber while watch-

ing the video, but after an overly long
and particularly cheesy extended shot
of the two middle aged women, half
the room burst out laughing.
After the video, discussion questions popped up on the screen and
the audience got into small groups to
discuss such questions as “How can
you act to produce a more inclusive
space and be an ally?” One table with
two Resident Assistants, sophomores
Samantha Coates and Kimberly Webber, discussed how the residence life
community could better support their
residents now that their knowledge of
the transgender experience had been
expanded. Ryken quickly sat down
and joined in the conversation, nodding her head and provoking the students with questions.
She lamented the University’s fear
of being politically incorrect and offensive, saying, “I call it Northwest
Nice. It’s Puget Sound Nice. People
don’t want to say what they feel.” This,
she said, was why events like these are
so important.
Later, the discussion was expanded from small groups to the whole
room. Students went back and forth
on why black transgendered wom-

PHOTO COURTESY/LAURA SALTZER

Conversation over pizza: the event featured a film and dinner, providing students with the
space to talk about making campus more supportive of the trans community.

en seem victim to the most violence
and how they could offer a more supportive community to transgendered
people here on campus. One student
brought up the issue that there are
many bathrooms on campus, but only
five are gender-neutral. Another student countered, saying “We can just
take [the signs] off tomorrow, right?”

So what does “transgender” mean?
Transgender: those whose gender
identity and/or expression does not
or is not perceived to match their assigned birth sex.
For more information, contact
Multicultural Student Services. You
can also check out Trans: The Movie
from the library.
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Exuberant Animal reminds Entrepreneur column:
lecture audience how to play Playback Sports
“Near and Dear
Affordable Gear”

This weekly column is inspired by Tacoma Entrepreneur Network
(TEN). TEN is an intercollegiate network of members in Tacoma designed
to explore and build entrepreneurial careers, launched in 2011 by Professor Lynnette Claire. Entrepreneurship uses working knowledge from every
background of study. For those who haven’t found their niche yet, are uncertain about what the future holds, or have a multitude of skills and nowhere to apply them, entrepreneurship could be the answer.

PHOTO COURTESY/PLAYBACK SPORTS

By nAKisHA REnEE JOnEs

PHOTO COURTESY/ J.P. HALVERSON

Play: Lecture participants learn and participate in guided exercises to bring out their inner
playfulness.

By niCK LOUiE
“Work comes before play” says
the age-old expression, citing the
importance of discipline before
relaxation. For many, this saying
has been heard a thousand times
over—from parents, teachers and
many other figures of guidance.
However, for Frank Forencich
and his Seattle-based health leadership organization, The Exuberant Animal, “work” and “play” do
not have to be exclusive activities.
“Play is a human universal,”
Forencich said. “[It] is an original
form of learning… it’s wired into
our brain.”
In this sentiment, Forencich
refers to the main goal of his organization: to introduce a type of
training that does not simply encourage exercise, but says that exercise should come naturally to
humans and that exercise should
be engaged in a play state rather
than work state.
During Forencich’s lecture
at Puget Sound on March 4, he
spoke earnestly and enthusiastically about the background and
development of his vision and
philosophy. Forencich, who has
participated in both martial arts
and rock climbing throughout the
past 30 years, began his lecture by
explaining the neurological science behind intellect and specialization.
Firstly, he described the idea
of “fixed intellect/talent” or neurofatalism, which is based on the
premise that brain cells cannot be
regenerated; rather, they can only
die. This is a more biological view
on the idea that intelligence is a
fixed amount, a view that has been
shared by many people.
After decades of research, however, the discoveries of neuroplasticity, “cells that fire together
wire together”, and neurogenesis,
the concept that we can grow new
brain cells, challenged this idea of
fixed intellect and thus the way
we think about intelligence as a
whole.
Forencich emphasized that repetition, especially high quality
repetition paired with precision,
stability, focused attention and
desire, is key in developing specialization and carving neural ruts

in your brain. However, carving
ruts too deep, he warned, can be
a dangerous path to overspecialization. This danger is why he also
presented the idea of the “adapted versus adaptable”—rather than
becoming too specialized, we constantly need to adapt ourselves to
new stimulus—a notion commonly recognized among high-performance athletes.
With this concept in mind, he
introduced the idea that play is
important. In the world of mammals, play is universal—all mammals do it to some extent.
He brought up pictures of dogs
playing with polar bears to emphasize this point: despite their

“ Play is universal, [it]
is an orignal form of
learning... it’s wired into
our brain.”
—Frank Forencich

difference in size, native land of
origin and the carnivorous nature
of both animals, they both showed
typical signs of play and engaged
each other in a friendly manner.
He brought up other examples
of play in the mammalian world,
such as dogs taking turns chasing
one another and bigger dogs lower the intensity of play for smaller dogs—this is exercise for most
dogs: exercise in a “play” state of
mind.
“We think with our entire body,”
Forencich said. “The body is an
open system, we absorb every experience… [it is] a sensory organ.”
The second part of Forencich’s
lecture brought the audience to
the upper part of the Memorial
Fieldhouse in order to engage in
some play of their own.
The play, or rather exercise in a
play state, began with low intensity activities that encouraged basic
movements and activity. Participants, while standing in a circle,
were instructed to swing their
arms back and forth in the air,
at first standing on two feet then
progressing to a single foot.
At this point in the activity,
participants, both previously acquainted and unacquainted, be-

gan to laugh and giggle. Yet as the
activities progressed, participants
found themselves letting go of
their initial nervousness and selfconsciousness.
The next activity involved participants standing in two lines
several feet apart. Facing one another, Forencich instructed them
to “cross the street” towards each
other, the only rule being “don’t
crash!” They were next instructed
to carry an invisible sword, swinging at each other in a friendly way
like children on a playground.
These activities continued,
ranging from a one-on-one tugof-war to tossing a medicine
ball through a moving hoop, until participants became exhausted—not only from the dance-like
movements of the activities, but
also from the bounty of incessant laughing and cheek-to-cheek
grins.
In this way, Forencich was able
to demonstrate the type of training that he and The Exuberant
Animal strive to achieve: a confluence of work and play—or rather,
exercise in a play state.
Not only were participants
able to exercise their bodies, but
“play contributes to the nervous
system… and causes creativity,”
Forencich said.
Almost every activity involved
participants coming into physical contact with one another,
and, even though some had never
met each other before, they easily
broke the ice and were able to interact in a friendly and, of course,
playful manner.
In the end, Forencich was able
to demonstrate the importance of
play in not only physical development, but also mental development.
He strongly emphasized the
idea that each exercise should
have meaning and that contrast
is incredibly important: when you
work, give it your all; but when
you rest, rest very deeply.
He applied this to every person
and everyday life, but “especially the student population”; finding this balance has always been
a challenge for students, and one
that he may finally have found a
solution to.

P

layback Sports offers highquality used sporting goods
at affordable prices near
where you live, work and play. Athletes and adventurists alike can find
gear that suits their needs, or sell
your own equipment back for cash.
Owner Karlen Jessen gave the insider information about how Playback Sports operates.
• What is the passion behind the
business?
“Playback Sports was born from
a basement full of gear that needed
to get back outside. Two years ago, I
left an 8-year career at REI to release
the fleece that tends to build up over
time. I had seen families and sports
enthusiasts investing their time and
money over the years in gear that I
was certain had become imprisoned
in dusty basements and cold garages. I wanted to bring it all together
in one place where experts could
match the used gear with new users. I’m passionate about gear never becoming a barrier to sport and
meet that challenge every day. There
is no greater joy for me than to see
a child running with a smile, throwing a ball or achieving a goal. I love
the idea that sport is not about the
gear but about the mind, body, earth
connection that we get from the engagement with sport.”
• Why focus on used goods?
“Did you know that 80 percent of
the environmental impact of new
sporting goods and apparel take
place before it even hits the store
shelf? By choosing to buy used gear
you are helping to reduce the footprint made by manufacturing. In
addition, we never want the cost
of gear to be a barrier to sport. We
want everyone to have a chance to
play their best and enjoy new sports
and activities.”
• What makes the store unique?
“We offer sporting goods in a
neighborhood shopping district instead of way out ‘by the mall.’ We
strive to offer excellent customer
service and recognize most of our
customers. They become part of our
family. We’re knowledgeable about
all of the sports we support and can
offer advice as well as gear.”
• What can students look forward
to when visiting the store?
“Great prices! Something new to
discover every time you come in.
Top quality brands, local knowledge, good music (at least we like
it), a wish list (if we don’t have what
you want now, we’ll add you to our
list and call you when it comes in).
A place to earn some money if you

have gear to sell. Our consignment
split is 50/50.”
• The Pacific Northwest is very outdoorsy. What sports product does
the store sell the most?
“The PNW is great for biking, skiing, snowboarding, hiking and watersports. We also support team
sports like soccer, baseball, lax and
football. Lots of students come in
for cleats to use during intramurals.”
• How can students find out more
about employment opportunities?
“Students are always welcome to
stop in and inquire about employment. We don’t always have openings but do like to hire outgoing,
well-informed, experienced sports
enthusiasts who can dedicate consistent hours.”
• Anything else you would like to
add?
“Playback Sports loves being part
of the Tacoma Community. We live
and play here too! We support local sports, sponsor teams, volunteer
with teams and outdoor organizations, and encourage kids to get involved too. We always make sure
that kids leave the store with the
gear they need to play and make up
the cost if necessary.”
Check them out at 2621 N. Proctor St. Tacoma, WA 98407. Playback
Sports is open 7 days a week!

Logger
Action of
the Week:
te L L SoM eoN e
YoU r StorY.

Theme of the
month: Stories
If you have any
questions about
the movement
contact aloha@
pugetsound.edu
or message us on
FB, Instagram, or
twitter @
Debriefs: Fridays. 3
PM. Piano Lounge.
UPSAlohaMovement
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Loggers wrap up another successful winter season

PHOTOS COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS
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Winter Sports: Season ends for men and women’s swimming and basketball, but not unsuccessfully. Loggers continue strong in NWC post-season.

By ZOEY OLBUM
Dominating in each of their individual conferences, the swimming and basketball teams proved
their strength against opponents in
conference championships and in
the progression of each respective
season.
As both the swimming and basketball seasons are incredibly long,
lasting six months and more including pre-season training, the
men and women’s teams have
shown their determination and
commitment to their sport, be it in
the water or on the court.
Commencing their competitive
season in early November in the
Northwest Conference Sprints, the
Logger women’s swim team took
fifth, scoring 106 points, and the
men fourth, scoring 115.5 points.
Among the top female contenders of the conference spring
meet were Loggers Melissa Norrish (Denver, Colo.) who took third
with a time of 1:03.28, Auri Clark
(Juneau, Alaska) who took 15th
place with of a time of 1:05.03 both
in the 100 yard individual medley
and Caitlin Fuller in 50 yard freestyle taking 27th with a time of
26.72. Additionally Norrish took

second with a time of 27.36 and
Clark took seventh in the same
event with a time of 27.77 both in
the 50 yard butterfly.
Taking sixth was Derek Frenzel (Moscow, Idaho) with a time of
24.61 and tying for 16th was Evan
Hamamoto (Lihue, Hawaii) with a
time of 25.07 both in the 50 yard
butterfly. Jared Fisk (Elko, Nev.),
Mitch Kilgore (Conifer, Colo.), and
Clayton Jacobson (Newport, Ore.)
finished right behind the leading Loggers in 19th, 23rd and 25th
places respectively.
Directly after the Northwest
Conference Sprints, the Logger
swim team shut out Willamette in
the first NWC home duel of the
season, as the women’s team won
138 to Willamette’s 66 and the men
113 to 91.
The Loggers also defeated Linfield the same weekend. The women dominated 137-68 and the men
149-53.
On Dec. 8 at the Husky Invitational, the Logger men confidently
secured first place and the women
second.
In overall standings, the Loggers
finished in ninth place out of nearly 75 teams and more than 1,000
swimmers in total.
Though the late months of 2013

projected a promising 2014 season,
the Logger swimmers fell just short
of the University of Redlands Bulldogs host with a final score of 106103 on Jan. 8.
Winning the first mixed 200
yard medley relay event of the meet
with swimmers Teale Kitson (Durango, Colo.), Anne Shirey (Edmonds, Wash.), Clark and Kilgore
the Loggers battled until the final

“ This is the closest
team I have ever
been on.”
—Nick Holden

race.
Though the Loggers had a rough
start to the 2014 portion of the
strenuous season, they were able
to persevere, as the women placed
second and the men fourth, watching as Whitworth won the conference title for the 11th straight year
(Loggerathletics.com).
The men’s basketball team also
showed their perseverance and resolve consistently through the season as they ended their season with
a final record of 10-6.

The Logger men unexpectedly persisted and progressed to the
Northwest Conference Championship against six-time NWC winner
Whitworth, falling short by only
three points with a final score of
71-68.
“We were predicted to finish 6th.
It’s awesome to finish second,” 6’7”
wing guard Nick Holden (Pasadena, Calif.) said. “This is the closest
team I’ve ever been on.”
Through a summer trip to Cabo,
Mexico and other team-building
exercises, “team unity” has grown
exponentially, guiding the team to
greater success.
“We all work hard together; we
all bought into a common wealth.
We all want to do well. We all did
better together,” Holden said.
“Committed, highly determined
to succeed, and unselfish,” Holden
said.
Reflecting back on the season,
the men have truly united and cultivated an intimate, distinct relationship.
“Looking back, it was going well.
It started with ups and downs, then
we got out team identity, and then
it ended suddenly,” said Holden.
The men’s basketball team, now
out of season and in a recess, hopes
to keep improving this team har-

mony and success.
“We’re just looking to keep the
trend going. Starting after spring
break, we continue to go hard,”
Holden said.
Though the women’s basketball
team did not progress all the way
to the conference championship,
they had quite a successful season
and have consistently “grown as a
unit,” Amanda Forshay (Moraga,
Calif.) said.
Advancing to the Northwest
Conference semi-final match,
the Logger women fell by only 13
points to the Whitman Missionaries, ending with a final score of 7760.
The women’s basketball team has
continued to build their strength
with each incoming freshman
class, setting higher goals and expectations each new season.
Though the women’s team didn’t
progress further in the Northwest
Conference Championship games,
they still are able to provide a confident, determined attitude and atmosphere for the incoming freshmen and transfer students so as
to “build on (the team’s) play”
and technique in the coming future seasons, senior captain Taylor
Jones said (Keizer, Ore.).

Logger golfers reaching to the stars this season,
searching for NWC title and a nationals berth
Golf team starts off season with a second place showing
By MIA KELLIHER
While it has already competed
in tournaments in the fall, the Logger’s men’s golf team is starting off
its spring season, with more than a
month until the NWC Golf Championships, and are ready to improve
each player’s skills and grow as a
team throughout the next couple of
months.
The Loggers had a successful fall
season as well. At the NWC Fall
Classic on Oct. 26-27, 2013 at the
Stone Creek Golf Club in Oregon
City, Ore. at a par 72 course, Puget
Sound ranked in third place of nine
teams.
The Loggers’ first event this
spring season was Mar. 1-2 at the
PLU Invitational in DuPont, Wash.
At PLU, Team A for Puget Sound
was ranked in second place and
Team B placed in sixth place of seven teams. The teams scored 613 and
657 respectively.
The individual rankings for the
Loggers for this invitational on
March 2 with a par of 72 consisting
of eight teams and 38 players were
high. Junior Ricky Howard (Madison, Wis.) and senior Matt Kitto
(Lake Oswego, Ore.) scored a total of 151, the highest ranked for
Puget Sound A. Senior Derek Wilson (Bellevue, Wash.), part of the
Puget Sound B team also scored a
total of 151.
The golf team is a fairly older
team as it consists of very few un-

derclassmen—only two freshmen
and one sophomore. One standout
on the team is junior Adam Bean
(Portland, Ore.) who has had a successful experience here at Puget
Sound throughout his years on the
team. Playing golf ever since he was
five and joined junior camps, Bean
came to Puget Sound recognizing
the talent of the golf team and how
his talent would be an asset to it as
well.
Since he has had experience
throughout the years, he sees the
potential that this team has this
year.
“My freshman year we had a solid
team with a lot of seniors. I was the
only underclassman regularly competing in events.
My sophomore year we did not
have as solid of a team with 4 guys
who could compete but we never
really found a 5th who could contribute.
This year is our best chance to
reach nationals, in my opinion, with
Ben Hayes (freshman) as a great addition to our team. We are really
hungry to get there and our biggest
opponent this year is Willamette,”
Bean said.
The Puget Sound team is also
split into two sections, Puget Sound
A and Puget Sound B. This split is
the first appearance this season,
which is apparent because they
stayed as one unit during the NWC
Fall Classic.
The process the team goes

through to determine who plays
when and where is crucial to the
outcome of the tournament. There
is a lot of team practice along with
individual work and effort in order
to prove the talent each player has.
“We usually play a 36 hole qualifier to determine the best 5 guys to
send to a tournament.
Then we practice individually
about 10 hours a week not including
a round of 18 thrown in the week.
We also play a practice round at
the venue we are playing a day before the 36 hole tournament starts.
We play a lot of mini-competitions
within the team to keep people
working hard,” Bean said.
This strategic process the team
takes to ensure that they are continuously improving has been working well for the team as a whole,
but also to each player individually.
Throughout his years here, Bean has
had breakthrough moments that
prove why he consistently ranks
highly at invitational.
“This fall I broke a school record
shooting 67 at Manito CC at the
Whitworth Invitational. My sophomore year I won the PLU Invitational at Chambers Bay.
And this last year I finished 3rd
individually in the conference behind Connor Kukula (Willamette)
and Adam Ruben (Linfield),” Bean
said.
Not only does the team work together on the course and try to improve the team’s golf skills, but they

are able to push each other to be the
best and are a strong support system for one another.
Although the spring season is
just beginning, the team has already
made it a goal for them to make it
to nationals.
As the golf team grows through-

out the season, the Loggers hope
to continue to improve and get the
rankings they deserve.
While they do not have a home
invitational this season, continue
to support the Loggers’ golf team as
they try to make it to NWC Championships.

Loggers Golf Schedule
Spring 2014

April 5, 2014 at Spring Classic		

at Kennewick, Wash. (Canyon Lakes Golf Course)

April 6, 2014 at Spring Classic		

at Kennewick, Wash. (Canyon Lakes Golf Course)

April 19, 2014 at Whitman Invite		

at Walla Walla, Wash. (Veterans Memorial GC)

April 20, 2014 at Whitman Invite		

at Walla Walla, Wash. (Wine Valley GC)

April 26, 2014 at NWC Championship *			
at Salem, Ore. (OGA Golf Course)

April 27, 2014 at NWC Championship *			
at Salem, Ore. (OGA Golf Course)
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Both crew teams preparing for a strong season

PHOTOS COURTESY/DYLAN WITWICKI

In the gym: The crew team works hard at the ergs to get ready as a cohesive unit for the approaching season.

By CLAIRE GRUBB
The men’s and women’s crew
teams are already hard at work
for the 2014 season. The Loggers
will not hit the water for the first
regatta until March 29, but they
have already started their early
morning practices in preparation
for another great season.
The crew teams are some of the
most successful teams on campus,
but also the least visible due to the
nature of the sport. Regattas are
early in the morning, or full-day
events, and take place off-campus. Home races take place in
Lakewood and generally do not
attract a large student population,
but families often turn out for the
bigger regattas.
With or without fan presence

the men’s and women’s teams
consistently perform well. The
women’s varsity eight competed
in the NCAA tournament for the
11th year in a row in 2013 where
they took eighth. The men’s varsity four are hoping for a bid to the
Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) Championship Regatta
in May. The IRA Championship
Regatta is in New Jersey and includes some of the top teams from
around the country.
Crew is about mixing power with rhythm. Boats are rowed
by one, two, four or eight people
and a coxswain. All the rowers,
except the coxswain, sit facing
backwards so they must develop a
rhythm to make sure oars are in
and out of the water at the same

pace.
The coxswain is usually the
smallest member of the team and
they serve as a coach in the boat.
They are the only position that
faces forward so they ensure the
boat is moving forward safely and
yell out instructions on how to
steer to the rest of the boat.
Puget Sound has men’s and
women’s varsity as well as men’s
and women’s novice teams. These
four teams compete in boats of 4,
8 or Petites, a rower with a coxswain. Teams are abbreviated by
gender, rank and then boat size.
Women’s varsity eight are commonly referred to as WV8.
The crew teams are extremely
dedicated. They wake up at 4:30
for 5 a.m. workouts and can be

seen practicing on ergs (rowing
machines) outside Wallace Pool
when it is sunny. They train year
round to compete in races over
the course of six weekends in the
spring.
The early morning workouts do
have some extra benefits.
“There’s no feeling like being
on the water at 6 in the morning
watching the sun rise over Mount
Rainier,” senior Ben Hagen (Torrance, Calif.) said.
The Loggers are ranked
amongst the top of Division III
crew on the West coast, adding
Northwest glory to a sport typically associated with the East
coast and the Ivy League.
Last May the women’s varsity
eight beat Humboldt State, win-

ner of the DII title the year before.
Puget Sound is currently ranked
13th in the DIII bracket. The only
other college on the west coast
ranking in the top 13 is University of Washington.
Crew requires mental and physical dedication, but the dedication
is apparent in the community between team members and their
continued success.
“I think it’s an amazing activity that can bring out a lot of potential in someone,” Hagen said.
“And I think the inclusion of crew
goes with a well rounded liberal
arts education.”
The first regatta of the season is
the Daffodil Sprints on March 29
in Lakewood.

Track team continues building on strong start

PHOTOS COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS

Track season: Left: A Logger competes against a Lute in a hurdle event; Middle: Joe Cerne pole-vaulting; Right: Paul Webster finishes a strong race.

By THOMAS OVERTON
The Logger track squad put up
impressive numbers this weekend on their home turf during
their annual quad meet on March
1. Twenty Logger competitors
booked their tickets to the Northwest Conference championship
that happens at the end of April.
The quad meet had the Loggers
competing against athletes from
Lewis & Clark College, Western
Washington University and Seattle
Pacific University.
Among the most impressive
performances last weekend were
the distance runners. The distance
teams put a total of nine runners
into the championship meet, more
than any other category in the
quad meet.
Kathryn Flyte (West Linn, Ore.)
qualified running the 10,000 meter race with a time of 36:47.00, a
time that earned her the sixth spot
on the top 10 finishes at that distance in school history. Tori Klein
(Yakima, Wash.) and Tali Ni (Sacramento, Calif.) also qualified for
the women’s squad.
In the men’s 10,000 meters, Justin Higa (Pearl City, Hawaii) and
David Stantillan (Milwaukie, Ore.)
qualified for the championship
meet. Other qualifications in dis-

tance running came in the 3,000
meter steeplechase. Molly Bradbury (Boise, Idaho), was the sole
qualifier in the steeplechase for
the ladies with a time of 12:21.10.
Following suit Josh Seekatz
(Philomath, Ore.), Gabriel Michaels (Rolling Hills Estates, Calif.), and James Markin (Portland,
Ore.) all qualified for the men’s
squad with their performances in
the steeplechase.
Moving into the shorter distance qualifications, Mara Cummings (Leavenworth, Wash.) led
the way with her performance in
the 400 meter race. Alicia Burns
(Spokane, Wash.) returned to the
spotlight again this week with her
qualifying performance in the
1,500 meter race.
Seekatz followed suit and
earned his second qualification of
the day in the 1,500 meter dash.
Two runners, Dillon Gongliewski
(Kirkland, Wash.) and Joe Cerne
(Enumclaw, Wash.), qualified in
the 110 meter high hurdles.
Two athletes qualified in the
high jump at the quad meet. David
Lovitz (Portland, Ore.) and Steven
Branham (Gold Bar, Wash.) qualified by jumping higher than 1.80
meters. Cerne earned his second
qualification of the day by clearing
the pole vault by 3.94 meters.

Following their teammates’
lead, Maggie Rowe (Helena,
Mont.) qualified by clearing 2.46
meters in the high jump, and
Elizabeth Hegedus and Sunny
Lewis (Tacoma, Wash.) qualified
for the women’s team with clearances of 2.50 meters and 2.95 meters respectively in the pole vault.
The men finished the competition in first place with 75.67
points and had four competitors finish in first place in their
events.
The first place finishers for the
men were Cameron Braithwaite
(Port Angeles, Wash.) in the long
jump, Branham in the high jump,
Seekatz in the steeplechase and
Everett West (Anaheim, Calif.) in
the 200 meter dash.
The women saw similar success
as they came in second place with
38 points and had five first place
finishers on the books.
The ladies finishing first were
Burns in the 1,500 meter race,
Flyte in the 10,000 meter run,
Bradbury in the 3,000 meter steeplechase, the ladies ‘A’ relay team
and Rowe in the high jump.
The next meet will be a quick
journey as they will travel to the
PLU Invitational in Parkland,
Wash. The meet begins at 9:30
a.m. on Saturday, March 8.

Scorecard
Baseball

Whitworth 9 vs. Puget Sound 3
Whitworth 4 vs. Puget Sound 9
Whitworth 2 vs. Puget Sound 1
Women’s Lacrosse

Colorado College 20 vs. Puget Sound 6
Men’s Tennis

Puget Sound 1 @ Lewis and Clark 8
Women’s Tennis

Lewis and Clark 6 vs. Puget Sound 6
Softball

Linfield 9 @ Puget Sound 1
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Obama vs. Putin

Spring break approaches,
promises thrills galore

PHOTO COURTESY/CBS.ORG

O v. P: It’s actually about Joe Biden’s lust for power.

By BILLY THE PUBESCENT
Through means that definitely
do not have any parallels to Netflix’s ‘House of Cards’, so stop asking, The Flail has acquired part of
the transcription of a recent conversation between Barack Obama
and Vladimir Putin regarding the
recent Ukrainian uprisings and
crisis in Crimea. This leaked conversation gives a clearer look not
only into the strained relations between these two great powers, but
also into the personal relationship
between Obama and Putin.
O: Vladimir?
P: Yes, I’m here Barack.
O: I’m not happy Vladimir. Your
aggression in Ukraine and Crimea
is completely counter to not only
the current international norms,
but also international law. Invading Georgia was one thing, but
this time you’ve gone too far.
P: Mr. President, I am fully
aware of these things, but there
is nothing you can do about this
matter. Ukraine as an EU and potential NATO member puts your
friends in Europe too close to my
doorstep. I needed to stop it, so I
took some of Ukraine for myself.
O: This is some 20th century
stuff Vlad, you can’t go around
just invading countries just because you feel like it. I don’t know
any country in the modern day
that would do that. You can’t just
do that.

P: Yes I can Mr. President.
O: No you can’t.
P: Yahuh.
O: Nuh uh.
P: I could totally invade Ukraine
if I wanted. No problem.
O: No way Vlad.
P: Yea way.
O: (Pause) 1 2 3 NO INVADESIES!
P: дерьмо! No fair! I already
used mine on Syria. What am
I supposed to do with all these
tanks?!
O: That’s how I play Vladdy.
Deal with it.
P: I guess I’ll just hold a referendum or something, geeze. Thanks
Obama. (hangs up)
The effects of this style of foreign
policy are not yet known. The “no
invadesies” strategy is sometimes
forgotten about and seldom used.
However, this is a clear example
of its use by the Obama administration. This strategy has worked
well since its use following the
Korean War in 1955. It seems the
three North Korean regimes since
that time have respected its legitimacy and not invaded South Korea. However, it famously failed
after the Munich conference when
British Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain used it on Hitler,
who had his fingers crossed at
the time. This would come to be
known as the greatest blunder in
the history of Foreign Policy.

Proclaiming
political diversity
By YOLO ONO
Local photographer Henry Fairday is on a mission to find a real
live Republican to photograph on
campus.
Fairday, an employee of the admissions office, has reportedly
spent the last six days looking for
any student wearing a shirt emblazoned with “God Bless America,” Bible quotes, “NObama” or
the like.
The admissions office released
this statement on Fairday: “Fairday is simply looking to take a
few photographs that accurately
reflect the political diversity of
the Puget Sound campus and
in theory these photos ought to
show more than just long-haired
Birkenstock-wearers.”
After searching for several
hours, Fairday told sources that
while he did not need to have a
photograph of a non-liberal student, the pictures did need to
accurately reflect campus life at
Puget Sound.
“Sure, we don’t need a blatantly
obvious conservative to be on the

front page of our website or in
every one of our brochures and
videos. However, how else are
potential students going to think
they can fit in our inclusive environment if they don’t see liberals
and conservatives getting along
around campus?” Fairday stated.
Fairday mentioned that the photo could also feature a classroom
where liberals and conservatives
talk through each other’s opposing views instead of just fighting,
or just a smiling NRA fanboy.
The key to each photo, Fairday
stressed, is a good ol’ rough ‘n
rowdy redneck.
Fairday started camping outside
of the local Cabela’s, hoping to
find a student’s Puget Sound bestickered car in the parking lot.
While waiting for a guy to come
back to his car outside Cabela’s,
Fairday expressed his anxiety,
stating, “What if they do not want
their photo to be taken?”
But then he sighed, and concluded aloud: “The University
just wants to show the world we
are proud of having a politically
diverse student body.”
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Adventure: From Southern California to the A/L TV lounge, students are scattering far and wide
in search of spring break stories that will not be appropriate to tell to their grandchildren.

By VERNICIOUS KNID
Ahhhhh...it has begun. Or, in
the words of eminent philosopher
and scholar J. Franco, “Spring
break, spring break, spring break
forevahhh....”
Most agree that what happens
over spring break stays there, and
so in anticipation of your postbreak closed-mouthedness, we at
The Flail have decided to interview the few of us that are actually
leaving Tacoma to get their story
before the evidence disappears
from Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, texts from Mom and university webmail accounts (we don’t
actually know why you’d bother
with Outlook Express over Spring
Break; we’re just trying to be democratic here).
Flopsy Cottontail, a cheerful, interspecies co-ed who just
pledged to join one of campus’s
fine sororities said, “I’m going for
a Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
inspired spring break. Either that
or The Rum Diaries.”
I was impressed, to say the least,
“Wow! That’s a pretty hardcore
existential program you’ve got
planned there. Not to mention
you’ll probably need new internal
organs before you can start the
second week of mid-terms.”
Cottontail looked confused. Or
at least I think she looked confused because I’ve never actually
met the rabbit; besides I heard she
has fleas.
Plus, I’m lazy so in the interest

of full disclosure yes we were corresponding over Webmail.
Her reply: “Oh! ...well I’ve never
actually seen the movies, but I
heard Johnny Depp was in them!
So, like, Johnny Depp is going to
be my main focus. I’ve missed out
on pop-culture for like the last decade and a half so I’ll be spending
Spring Break watching all his old
movies.”
After resetting the password
to my Outlook account multiple
times (I tried “SCROOBNUCKET-Q10”, “WASHBOTTLE999”,
and “EXBAKSTHREE60” but it
didn’t like any of those probably
because you need at least ten special characters and a lowercase
letter and I hate lowercase letters!)
I didn’t have the heart to respond
to Cottontail’s emails, so if you see
her in the S.U.B., point her in the
direction of where all the rum has
gone posthaste.
An English major, who has asked
to remain unnamed in this article,
confided in me one afternoon as
he hid the latest issue of Batman
from behind The Brother’s Karamazov, “This spring break, I’m going to read...a book.”
He seemed to anticipate my
scathing response, because he
quickly added, “No no no! Not
a real book...I’m going to read a
book...” he leaned in and whispered, sotto voce, “for fun.”
I gasped in horror. “You wouldn’t
dare!”
He nodded grimly. “I do. In fact,

I plan to read Fifty Shades of Grey
at least three times before Saturday rolls around, just for the contrast. There are too many ideas
and not enough sex in Russian
literature.”
I almost head-desked it right
then but then I remembered I had
this article to write. The things we
do for ahhhhttttt...
In an attempt to provide y’alls
with a more traditional spring
break story, I found the most vitamin-D deprived kid on campus
and, after making her chug a gallon of Sunny-D, asked her about
her plans.
“Well...” she said slowly as she attempted to scrub the orange stains
out of her shirt (hahaha they’ll
never come out! Sunny-D is like
a way of life, or religion, or Russia: you don’t drink it, it drinks
you. Wait that was supposed to
be an invasion metaphor...damnit Ukraine. Too soon?), “I’m going down to Southern Cali to get
as sunburned as I possibly can
so that when I return, I’ll at least
have physical proof that the sun
actually exists.”
After shrugging off the intense
body-cringe I had at hearing her
say, “Cali,” I shouted with the violence of a thousand splendid suns,
“LIES. There is no sun! It’s just an
illusion created by the Matrix. I’m
on a horse.”
And galloped away from the
burning dredges of this article. To
the heights!

Jonah Hill wins every
single Academy Award

That one dude from Superbad gets
kudos from someone besides his mom
By MR. BUTTFIST
Two-time Oscar nominee Jonah
Hill won an Academy Award in every category this year.
The actor/comedian won in categories such as Best Animated Short
Film, Best Supporting Actress, Best
Foreign Film, as well as every single other category.
The comedian was recognized for
his stunning performance as direc-

tor, costume designer, set designer,
stunt coordinator, gaffer and literally everything in every single
film produced by major studios all
across the globe this year.
He also made a considerable impression on the Academy through
his groundbreaking performance
in the movie Accepted wherein he
thoughtfully portrayed life from a
hot dog’s perspective, as he dressed

up in a weiner costume and pleaded to an unlistening world, “ASK
ME ABOUT MY WEINER.”
Even Robert DeNiro admitted
that he was moved by Hill’s commitment to thorough, genuine
method acting.
For He is omniscient. Ever present. Ĵon@h HiŁĹ iε Θur l0rd aNd
true Ŀæder. Ħiș woŕd i$ ļăw AnÐ
wÉ muśt σβey him.
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Students gather to commemorate Al-Mutanabbi Street
By KATHRYN STUTZ
Last semester, Collins Memorial
Library played host to a traveling
collection of books, book-art and
visual art broadsheets made in
response to the bombing of AlMutanabbi Street, a literary and
cultural center in Baghdad, Iraq
in 2007. Now, two days after the
anniversary of the bombing on
March 5, Collins again held an
event to talk about the project, AlMutanabbi Street Starts Here, with
an event entitled Gather Round the
Press.
“This week, events are going on all
around the world to commemorate
the bombing,” to “honor the lives of
those lost,” Library Director Jane
Carlin said when introducing the
event.
Carlin noted the importance of
remembering what Beau Beausoliel,
the founder of the Al-Mutanabbi
Street Starts Here project said his

collection is a way of seeing the
“commonality [between] any street
anywhere that has a bookstore or a
library [and] Al-Mutanabbi Street.”
At the Gather Round the Press
event, three speakers read works
related to the Al-Mutanabbi Street
Starts Here project.
Puget Sound student Soroya
Bodaghi read her poem “Hijab,”
which she wrote as part of
professor William Kupinse’s class’s
work with the Al-Mutanabbi Street
project. Bodaghi’s poem, which
she said was a “response to the
Al-Mutanabbi bombing and the
exhibit,” has been selected to be
part of the Al-Mutanabbi traveling
exhibit itself.
She also said that she gathered
inspiration “from my family—I’m
Iranian,” and that she “took some
things from my childhood and
added those to the poem.” Many
members of her family who live
in Tacoma attended the event and

proudly listened to Bodaghi read
what her mother called her “first
published work.”
Bodaghi described the narrator
of the poem as a young girl
growing up in Iraq who “sees it [the
bombing of books “written mainly
by men”] as an opportunity for her
voice to be heard.”
She also said that several of her
classmates in Kupinse’s class found
the “feminist perspective” of the
poem, which finds hope even in
the ashes of such a terrible event,
a disconcerting response to the
tragedy. Bodghi said she “doesn’t
see it that way” and that she sees the
poem as ultimately about hearing
“different stories speak.”
Book artist Lynn Raisl also read
a poem, titled “Wandering Around
an Albuquerque Airport Terminal,”
by Naomi Shihab Nye, which
Raisl noted is read often at her
local Tacoma church, Immanuel
Presbyterian.
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Library Rememberance: Students and faculty explore Al-Mutanabbi exibit

Nye’s poem tells her story of
helping translate the words of
airport employees to an Arabicspeaking woman, and her
conversation spiraling into happily
calling up the old woman’s grown
sons, and passing out powdered
sugar-covered mamool cookies to
children in the airport terminal.
The poem reads, “And I looked
around that gate of late and weary
ones and thought, this is the world
I want to live in. The shared world.”
Library
Administrative
Coordinator Jaime Spaine detailed
the life of Alia Muhammed Baker,
an Iraqi librarian who smuggled
an estimated 30,000 books out
of Al Basrah library before it was
destroyed during the Iraq War.
Later, the library was rebuilt and
Baker was established as chief
librarian.

Several children’s books have
told Baker’s story, including The
Librarian of Basra: A True Story
from Iraq, written and illustrated
by Jeanette Winter.
For the event’s namesake, Pacific
Lutheran University student Katie
Hoffmann printed off souvenir
letterpress cards from the Collins
Library Press. Each card had an
excerpt from Bodaghi’s poem
“Hijab,” which read, “I walked that
street in my dreams cradling thick
bound books with delicate fingers.”
This printing press, found by
Jane Carlin in the Faculty Club
Basement four years ago, has
now been refurbished and Gather
Round the Press events like
Remembering Al-Mutanabbi put it
to good use.

The Fall of Troy plays the Showbox at the Market
By THOM STONE
Seemingly returned from oblivion, an aging titan of the Seattle
post-hardcore scene, The Fall of
Troy, delivered a two-hour long
barrage of intricate, emotional
splendor to their former haunt—
the Showbox at the Market.
Drawing much of their material from early records, The Fall
of Troy held nothing back despite
their five long years of dormancy.
First, they opened with a crushingly upbeat track, “The Hol[]y
Hills” from Doppelganger, to get
the crowd moshing. Already fans
were throwing their elbows, fists
and shoulders into each other
so by the end of the song, a look
around the room revealed a few
cut foreheads and a lost shoe or
two.
Then they transitioned into
some more dynamic tracks as the
crowd slowed their circle pit into
more of a circle stroll until they
introduced “Sledgehammer” from
Manipulator—that’s when all hell
broke loose.
The entire room seemed to
pulse to the beat as bodies spun,
flew and ultimately crashed into
each other.
After the song ended, there
was finally a moment of peace as
the lead singer, Thomas Erak, explained their plans for the future.
He said that The Fall of Troy had
no intention of signing to another
label, preferring to remain unsigned and subsist purely off of

show money and outside donations to make their new record.
The fans could not have been
more supportive—dozens of variations on “I love you!” or “You

album before they left the stage for
an encore.
Much to the crowd’s excitement, they retook the stage and
then played the song most respon-

the hooky chorus, “I don’t wanna
see the day, my words cannot make
it safe / Her heart in my hands, no
regrets.”
Before they closed for the night
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Fall of Troy: Frontman Thomas Erak beckons the crowd while fans crowdsurf during the set.
rock!” sounded throughout the
crowd.
The tenacious trio kept up the
energy with some classics like
“Whacko Jacko Steals the Elephant
Man’s Bones” from their self-titled

sible for making them famous
beyond the Seattle-Tacoma area:
“F.C.P.R.E.M.I.X.” from Manipulator.
Everyone in the room seemed to
be bouncing and singing along to

with “Ghostship Pt. V” from Phantom on the Horizon, Erak explained
that the entire set was being recorded with a Seattle startup company called Lively, which posts audio and video footage onto a free

app found on both the App Store
and the Google Play Store.
He also expressed his amazement at headlining a venue which
had been such an important part
of his own show-going days as a
hardcore kid in Seattle—“To see
this place from up here is just incredible-so thank you for making
that a reality for us.”
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Mid season TV shows promise strong futures
By NOLAN ELLIS
New to Comedy Central’s
Wednesday night lineup is “Broad
City,” the TV evolution of Illana
Glazer and Abbi Jacobson’s popular web series. Produced by the
legendary Amy Poehler, the show
focuses on the New York City lives
of Abbi Abrams (Jacobson) and Illana Wexler (Glazer), centering on
their struggle to grow up and leave
behind their college years. They
are both stuck working dead-end
jobs, one at a web-coupon company and the other cleaning toilets
at an upscale health club.
The majority of the show centers on their attempts to do as little
work as possible and to come up
with grandiose plans to escape the
monotony of their respective 9 to
5’s. The awkward and charming
chemistry of Jacobson and Glazer
is balanced by the addition of Lincoln (played by the ever hysterical Hannibal Buress—watch his
standup!) whose timely one-liners
function to break the tension of
the uncomfortable situations from
which the show draws its humor.
At first the show seemed like
Comedy Central’s misguided effort to appeal to the female demographic that “Workaholics”
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Broad City: Main characters Abbi and Illana sitting outside.
ostensibly alienates with its largely
“Broad City” is uncomfortable
male cast; I myself was worried and awkward, at times it is even
that it would simply reproduce or disgusting, but it captures the unrepackage the same shtick for a predictable spirit of early adultpointedly female audience. But the hood and presents it hilariously to
show does not pander, nor does it audiences who can watch, laugh
pull punches.
and sigh in relief that their own
Its humor is not gendered, it is lives now seem relatively put toage-based. Seven episodes in, I can gether.
say that its humor has proven uniKatims has worked on, creversal. It speaks directly to those ated and produced some of the
of us in and just out of college, to most popular (and other less wellthe struggle of trying to balance known) shows to have ever graced
encroaching adulthood with the television airwaves. His filmogremnants of fleeting childhood.
raphy includes the cult-classics

“My So Called Life” and “Roswell”
and more recently and notably,
the extraordinarily popular “Friday Night Lights” and “Parenthood.” All of these shows have
been masterworks of storytelling,
rife with full, complex characters
whose lives intersect and collide
in unpredictable, compelling and
heartbreaking ways. Katims is, and
always has been, an artist of television drama. But after watching his
new series, “About a Boy,” it seems
as though he’s also got a knack for
comedy.
Airing Tuesdays at 9/8c on
NBC, the series is a fresh, funny
and sweet adaptation of the 2002
film of the same name, which was
itself an adaptation of Nick Hornby’s 1998 novel (Adapt-ception!).
Whereas the novel and film were
stylistically more dramatic, and
seemingly right up Katims’ alley,
he turned the story into a lighthearted comedy.
The show’s plot is similar to
that of its two predecessors: Will
(played by David Walton, “Perfect
Couples,” “New Girl”) is a bachelor
man-child living off the royalties
of an ad jingle he wrote. His carefree lifestyle is challenged by the
intrusion of new neighbors, single

mother Fiona (Minnie Driver) and
her son, Marcus (Benjamin Stockham).
The show centers on the burgeoning relationship between Will
and Marcus, who quickly realize
each other’s value: Marcus helps
Will pick up women, and in return
Will fills in, becoming Marcus’s
“adopted” father. So far the two
have teamed up to save Marcus’s
middle school talent show performance and crashed Lil’ Jon’s pool
party.
While the plots themselves
have been mildly entertaining,
the show’s appeal rests largely on
the “odd couple” relationship dynamic between Walton and Stockham. They teach and challenge
each other, they learn and grow
to step outside of their comfort
zones and help the other become
a better person. But it is clearly
Stockham who steals the show. He
is the best child actor I have seen
in years, and his sweet onscreen
innocence alone makes the show
worth watching. Only two episodes in, it is hard to tell how the
series will evolve, but with Katims
running the show, you can be sure
that it will be worth your time to
wait and see.

Tacoma Youth Theater to perform Peter Pan
By CASEY DEY
Tacoma Youth Theatre (TYT) will
put on its spring production of Peter Pan on two separate weekends.
The show is a prime example of the
theater’s mission to educate youth
in the impact, success and joy of live
performance.
Artistic Director Maggie Knott
chose to put on Peter Pan because of
the accessibility and relatability for
the younger actors.
“[W]e feel it is a perfect ‘first-time
experience’ for young artists, while
providing more experienced actors
with some classic character roles,”

Managing Director Scott Campbell
said.
“Additionally, Peter Pan’s story is
structured in a way that allows for
excellent collaborative learning…
Familiarity with the story helps
younger children understand their
roles in the production.”
Knott wrote her own version of
the original story by J.M. Barrie.
It features the classic three main
groups—the Darling Family, the
Lost Children and the Pirates—with
some new characters as well.
Campbell said he was surprised in
his experience working with TYT.
“Young actors have an amazing

ability to mentor each other—and
it has everything to do with experience, not age. Often times an experienced younger actor can help
mentor a teenage actor with less experience,” he said.
TYT works with children ages
5-18 to help them learn about theater and experience the joy and impact of the live stage for themselves.
“[TYT] is dedicated to creating
high-quality theatre entirely produced by young artists. The company strives to build community
by emphasizing core values of selfesteem, empathy, responsibility, collaboration, creativity, and adaptabil-

ity,” Campbell said.
Another unique aspect of TYT is
its “Pay What You Can” tuition. Enrollment costs can be quite high for
some students, but the opportunity
to pay what they can afford, as well
as fundraisers and “crowd-funding,”
allows all students to participate.
Through this, everyone has a chance
to perform, and the company can
maintain their emphasis on diversity. Diversity fuels all of their core
values.
Campbell was very excited for
Puget Sound students to see the
show.
“We offer a new model of theatre—one exclusively geared toward
providing young artists ages 5-18
with tools, understanding, and facilities specifically designed so that

they can have complete ownership of what they are doing. [Puget
Sound] students can see first-hand
how a mission to create theatre with
children has been incorporated into
the design of our theatre.
“These young artists run the show
entirely by themselves—costume
changes, entrances, props, remembering lines and blocking. Kids can
act—and it is interesting to see how
well they do when they own the production for themselves.”
Peter Pan has performances on
March 21, 22 and 23, at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday and at 3 p.m. on
Sunday. Tickets run $20 for audience members 19 and older and $5
for those under 18.
It will also be performed May 30,
31 and June 1, featuring a new cast.

